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Objective: This study aimed to investigate the application of preoperative three-dimensional 

model design in radioactive particle implantation for advanced pancreatic cancer, and accordingly 

analyze the effect of particle implantation in the treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer.

Methods: The clinical data of 63 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer treated with particle 

implantation from January 2009 to June 2015 in the General Hospital of Chinese PLA were retro-

spectively analyzed. The implantation design was conducted using the FitMe three-dimensional 

model reconstruction software for all patients before the operation to explore the significance of 

preoperative three-dimensional model design in guiding operation. These data were compared 

with the general data, postoperative recovery, and follow-ups of patients with advanced pancreatic 

cancer, who underwent conservative treatment at the same time period, in order to explore the 

effect of particle implantation in the treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer.

Results: In the 63 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer who underwent particle implan-

tation, the average number of implanted particles was 53.4±18.7. Gastroparesis occurred in 

17 patients and pancreatic fistula occurred in 13 patients after the operation, and no periopera-

tive death occurred.

Follow-up results: In the particle group, the relief rate of abdominal pain was 90.9%, the 

1-month, 6-month, 1-year, and 2-year survival rates were 100%, 58.7%, 22.4%, and 9%, respec-

tively, and median survival time was 10.4±0.7 months, which were significantly higher than 

patients in the control group (P,0.05), especially in patients with stage III pancreatic cancer.

Conclusion: For patients with advanced pancreatic cancer who could not undergo radical 

resection, radioactive particle implantation is an effective treatment, while the use of a pre-

operative three-dimensional model design for operation planning can maximize the effect of 

radioactive particles.
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer is a malignant tumor with extremely high malignancy in the diges-

tive tract, which has very poor prognosis. It ranks fourth among the causes of global 

cancer deaths.1,2 Surgical radical resection is the only cure for pancreatic cancer. How-

ever, only 5%–20% of the patients can receive radical resection.3 A 20-year national 

survey of pancreatic cancer in Japan revealed that the 5-year survival rate was 13.4% 

for patients undergoing surgical resection, and 0.8% and 0% for patients undergoing 

palliative and nonoperative treatments, respectively.4 For patients with pancreatic 

cancer who could not undergo radical resection, chemotherapy and radiotherapy are 

the only strategies that could prolong survival time.
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Radiotherapy is a mean for the comprehensive treatment 

of pancreatic cancer.5 However, in conventional external 

radiotherapy, the rays are attenuated by the skin, muscle, 

and visceral layers, preventing the treatment from achieving 

good results, and affecting the overall prognosis of patients.6 

Therefore, determining how to effectively focus radiation on 

the tumor and reduce damage to normal tissues and cells has 

been the focus of radiotherapy research. In 1972, Whitmore 

et al7 was the first to apply 125I to treat prostate cancer and 

achieved success. From then on, the implantation of particles 

began to be applied in the treatment of tumors in various parts 

of the human body, which achieved good results.

However, there is no unified conclusion about how to dis-

tribute the particles evenly into the tumor.8,9 With the devel-

opment of medical imaging technology, three-dimensional 

(3D) imaging technique of tumors and its surrounding tissues 

has been realized in clinical practice. If 3D imaging technol-

ogy could be introduced into the particle implantation tech-

nology, it can provide a more accurate guidance for the path, 

number, and direction of particle implantation before surgery. 

This would make particle implantation technology more 

planned and accurate and allow the radiation dose distribution 

to be the highest in the tumor area and relatively low in the 

surrounding areas, accordingly achieving the best treatment 

effect.10 In the present study, FitMe 3D model reconstruction 

software was applied to 125I particle implantation in patients 

with advanced pancreatic cancer. The preoperative 3D model 

design was used to guide the implantation of particles in the 

operation, evaluate the effect of particle implantation and the 

perioperative condition of patients, and ultimately evaluate 

the prognosis of patients.

Data and methods
This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration 

of Helsinki. This study was conducted with approval from the 

Ethics Committee of PLA General Hospital of China. Written 

informed consent was obtained from all participants.

general clinical data
A total of 63 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer treated 

with 125I implantation from January 2009 to June 2015 in 

the General Hospital of Chinese PLA were included into 

this study. Among these patients, 38 patients were male and 

25 patients were female. The age of these patients ranged 

from 36 to 87 years, with an average age of 57.9±12.2 years. 

Primary symptoms included the following: abdominal pain 

(33 patients), jaundice (16 patients), and digestive tract 

symptoms (10 patients). Four patients were diagnosed during 

the physical examination. Tumor locations were as follows: 

the head of the pancreas (42 patients) and the tail of the pan-

creas (42 patients). With regard to preoperative TNM staging, 

52 patients were at stage III and 11 patients were at stage IV.

Inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) patients clinically 

diagnosed with pancreatic cancer; 2) patients who were at 

TNM stage III or IV of pancreatic cancer, and could not 

undergo radical surgery; 3) patients with pancreatic cancer 

confirmed by pathology during or after the operation; 

4) patients with a life expectancy of $3 months; 5) patients 

or their families agreed to implement particle implantation; 

and 6) patients who could tolerate surgery.

radiation source
The used 125I particles were provided by Beijing Zhibo Bio-

Medical Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, People’s Republic 

of China), which were cylindrical particles with a diameter 

of 0.8 mm and a length of 4.5 mm. The mean photon energy 

was 27–35 keV, the intertissue penetration was 1.7 cm, and 

the physical half-life was 59.6 days.

Three-dimensional simulated implantation 
design
acquisition and processing of data
Enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan was performed 

before surgery. CT images were acquired using the 256-

slice spiral CT (Philips Brilliance iCT, Philips, Amsterdam, 

the Netherlands), and the thickness of slice was 1.25 mm. The 

images were stored in DICOM format and imported in to the 

FitMe 3D reconstruction software system (a domestic soft-

ware, developed by Feite United Graph; and the author was 

authorized to use it) to perform the 3D reconstruction of the 

tumor and its peripheral blood vessels. The reconstructed data 

were saved in AVI video format and JPEG picture format, 

respectively, to facilitate the observation on the processing of 

the surgical design in the overall view under dynamic condi-

tions and in the local view under static conditions.

calculation of parameters
Using this software system, the volume of the pancreatic 

tumor in 63 patients (volume unit: mL) was measured in real 

time, and the specific location of the tumor was depicted. 

Then, from various angles, such as the ventral side (A), 

dorsal side (P), right side (R), left side (L), head side (H), 

and foot side (F), the relationship between the tumor and 

peripheral vessels was analyzed to evaluate the relationship 

and distance between the tumor and blood vessels (distance 

unit: mm, Figure 1).
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Figure 1 schematic diagram of local analysis.
Notes: (A) Ventral view (a); (B) dorsal view (P); (C) right view (r); (D) left view (l); (E) head view (h); (F) foot side view (F).

Design of virtual surgery of particle implantation
The spatial distribution of particles conformed to the prin-

ciples of the Paris system: 1) the particles were arranged 

in parallel lines in space; 2) the particles are equidistantly 

arranged (15–20 mm); 3) the particles in a line have a same 

kerma rate; 4) the spatial distribution of the particles in a 

cross-section is a square or an equilateral triangle; 5) on 

the plane of the space center of the particles, the mean 

value of the sum of the dose rates in the center hole is the 

basic dose of the particles; and 6) the locations of the par-

ticles embedded in the tumor are more than 0.5 cm below 

the tumor surface. According to these basic principles, a 

supplementary principle was put forward: in implanta-

tion, the particles planned to be implanted in the most 

peripheral areas are first implanted, namely, the principle 

of “edge encircling the center.” According to these prin-

ciples, 3D-aided design was carried out, and the direction 

and position of the particle implantation were virtually 

designed to plan the spatial location of each implant point 

and implant needle path, and calculate the number of par-

ticles implanted (since the specific drawing process was 

complex, only the completed particle implantation model 

is shown). The darker inner layer was the tumor, and the 

outer layer was the radiation volume of the particles, that is, 

the radioactive range of the implanted particles completely 

covers the entire tumor. This is shown in Figures 2A–D 

and 3. On this basis, the particles were ordered, and usually 

ten more particles were ordered for reserves, in order to 

prepare for the occurrence of “blind spot” and “cold spot” 

in the operation.
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Figure 2 The distribution of implanted particles from all angles, which involve nine implantation sites.
Notes: The yellow straight lines refer to needle paths. The number of implanted particles in the plan (27) was calculated, and the model of the particle implantation was 
established. (A) nine implantation sites showed from the view of facies ventralis; (B) needle paths and implantation sites showed from the view of the right side; (C) needle 
paths and implantation sites showed from the view of the left side; (D) nine implantation sites showed from the view of the back.

comparison between groups
A total of 89 patients with advanced pancreatic cancer 

treated with palliative surgery in our hospital during the same 

time period were included. The comparison of general data 

between these two groups of patients is presented in Table 1. 

Differences in general data between these two groups were 

not statistically significant (P.0.05). Hence, these two 

groups of patients were comparable.

Follow-ups and statistical analysis
The endpoint of follow-ups for these patients was December 

2015, and these patients were followed up by outpatient 

review and telephone call. The normally distributed data 

were expressed as mean ± SD, and data in nonnormal dis-

tribution were expressed as the median (interquartile range). 

Count data were compared between these two groups using 

independent t-test or rank sum test, and measurement data 

were evaluated using chi-squared test. The survival curve 

was calculated using the Kaplan–Meier method, and the 

survival curves between groups were compared using the 

log-rank test. P,0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

Data were statistically analyzed using statistical software 

SPSS 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
implantation of the 125i particle
Based on the preoperative 3D design planning, the patients 

in the particle group were evenly implanted with particles 

according to the size and spatial distribution of the tumor. 

Ultrasound was used to evade vessels and dilate the pancreatic 

duct during the operation. An 18-G PTB needle (provided by 

Beijing Zhibo Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd.) was used Figure 3 holistic view of the 3D design of the particle implantation.
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to puncture from the entry point to the bottom of the tumor, 

and the inner core was withdrawn. Then, it was observed to 

determine whether the blood or pancreatic juice outflowed 

from the needle core. If not, the implantation was started: at 

approximately 5 mm from the edge of the tumor, a particle 

was implanted at the bottom of the tumor, the needle was 

retreated by 1 cm, a particle was implanted again, and the 

needle was retreated by 1 cm again; then, a particle was 

implanted again, implantation was repeatedly carried out 

according to this method until approximately 5 mm away from 

the top edge of the tumor. The interval between the puncture 

and implantation sites was 1 cm. Resow was conducted at 

special positions and deep sites, namely, “blind spots” and 

“cold spots,” in order to ensure that the particles covered the 

tumor. In order to prevent the occurrence of delayed oozing of 

blood or oozing of fluid in the puncture sites, an “8-shaped” 

suture was performed with 5-0 Prolene suture at each punc-

ture point. The number of practically implanted particles was 

often more than the particles in the plan, because there was a 

certain error between the results of direct vision and imaging, 

which is called the “blind spot” and “cold spot.”

The patients in the control group only underwent 

palliative surgery (laparotomy or bypass). All patients were 

routinely treated with supportive treatment, such as nutri-

tional support, anti-inflammatories, and acid suppression 

therapy. The urinary catheter was removed from all patients 

on postoperative day 1, and the gastric tube was removed 

based on the recovery of the patient (already exhaust, bowel 

sounds and gastric juice ,300 mL/d, no bile or blood-like 

materials), and the drainage tube was removed according to 

the characteristics of the drainage fluid (,20 mL/d, no pan-

creatic fistula, infection and bleeding). Patients were arranged 

for discharge according to postoperative recovery.

Perioperative conditions
In the present study, no perioperative death occurred. In the 

particle group, the maximal diameters of the tumors ranged 

within 3–10 cm, and the average maximal diameter of the 

tumor was 5.2±1.7 cm. The number of particles implanted 

was 16–116, and the average number was 53.4±18.7. Among 

these patients, 7 patients underwent gastroenteroanastomosis, 

14 patients underwent bile duct anastomosis, 20 patients 

simultaneously underwent bile duct anastomosis and gastro-

enteroanastomosis, and 22 patients underwent only particle 

implantation. In the particle group, gastroparesis occurred 

in 17 patients after the operation, biliary fistula occurred 

in 1 patient, abdominal infection occurred in 1 patient, and 

pancreatic fistula occurred in 13 patients. Twelve patients were 

at grade A and 1 patient was at grade B. One patient developed 

abdominal bleeding, which occurred on postoperative day 12; 

this was cured after conservative treatment. The comparison 

of perioperative conditions between these two groups is pre-

sented in Table 2. Particle implantation increased the opera-

tion duration and the incidence of postoperative gastroparesis 

and pancreatic fistula, but it did not increase the intraoperative 

bleeding volume and length of hospital stay.

Follow-ups
The endpoint of follow-ups for patients was December 

2015, and the duration of follow-ups ranged within 1–29 

months, with a median duration of follow-up of 6 months. 

The review results of some patients in the particle groups 

are shown in Figure 4. The overall follow-up rate was 

92.8% (141/152). The follow-up rate was 92.1% (58/63) in 

the particle group and 93.3% (83/89) in the control group. 

Among the 33 patients who complained of abdominal pain 

upon visiting the doctor in the particle group, three patients 

continued to have abdominal pain during the follow-ups, and 

the relief rate of abdominal pain was 90.9%. Among all these 

patients, 32 patients were treated with adjuvant systemic 

chemotherapy after discharge, and 3 patients were treated 

with local radiotherapy. The comparison of the postoperative 

basic data between these two groups is shown in Table 3.

In the present study, the 1-month, 6-month, 1-year, and 

2-year survival rates of all patients who were followed up 

were 98.6%, 46.8%, 13.8%, and 4.9%, respectively, and the 

median survival time was 8.0±0.3 months. The 1-month, 

6-month, 1-year, and 2-year survival rates of patients in 

Table 1 comparison of general data between groups

Items Particle group (n=63) Control group (n=89) P-value

gender (male/female) 38/25 64/25 0.1340
age (years old) 57.9±12.2 56.4±11.3 0.4280
Tumor locations (head/tail) 42/21 64/25 0.4882

TnM stage

iii stage 52 65 0.1703
iV stage 11 24
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the particle group, who were followed up, were 100%, 

58.7%, 22.4%, and 9%, respectively, and the median sur-

vival time was 10.4±0.7 months. The 1-month, 6-month, 

1-year, and 2-year survival rates of patients in the control 

group, who were followed up, were 97.6%, 38.6%, 8.4%, 

and 0%, respectively, and the median survival time was 

6.8±0.2 months. The comparison of survival curves in the 

two groups is shown in Figure 5. The 1-month, 6-month, 

1-year, and 2-year survival rates were significantly higher 

in the particle group than in the control group. Log-rank test 

revealed that QPH =7.949 and P=0.0048, and the difference 

was statistically significant.

Stratified analysis according to TNM staging of tumor: 

for patients with stage III pancreatic cancer, the 1-month, 

6-month, 1-year, and 2-year survival rates were 100%, 57.6%, 

20.2%, and 10.8% in the particle group, respectively, and 

100%, 40.7%, 10%, and 3.3% in the control group, respec-

tively; mean survival time was 10.6±0.9 and 7.4±0.2 months 

in the particle group and control group, respectively. The 

comparison of survival curves in these two groups is shown 

in Figure 6: the 1-month, 6-month, and 1-year survival rates 

were significantly higher in the particle group than in the 

control group. Log-rank test revealed that QPH =4.446 and 

P=0.0350, and the difference was statistically significant. 

For patients with stage IV pancreatic cancer, the 1-month, 

6-month, 1-year, and 2-year survival rates were 100%, 63.6%, 

31.8%, and 0% in the particle group, respectively, and 91.7%, 

33.3%, 4.8%, and 0% in the control group, respectively; 

the mean survival time was 9.5±1.6 and 5.8±0.4 months 

in the particle group and control group, respectively. The 

comparison of survival curves in these two groups is shown 

in Figure 7: the 1-month, 6-month, and 1-year survival rates 

Table 2 comparison of perioperative conditions between two groups

Items Particle group (n=63) Control group (n=89) P-value

Tumor diameter (cm) 5.2±1.7 5.4±2.5 0.6950
Operation time (hours) 4.7±1.4 3.3±1.4 0.0000a

Bleeding volume during operation (ml) 190±117 164±141 0.2232
Postoperative hospital stay (days) 13.4±4.1 12.1±6.5 0.1455

Operation method

gastrointestinal + biliary-intestinal 20 33 0.4967
gastrointestinal 7 4 0.2175
Biliary-intestinal 14 31 0.0934

Postoperative complications

Pancreatic fistula 13 3 0.0006a

gastroparesis 17 3 0.0000a

Bleeding 1 2 0.7613
intra-abdominal infection 1 2 0.7613
Biliary fistulas 1 3 0.8710

Note: aP,0.05.

Figure 4 The patient is a 62-year-old female, who had carcinoma in the body and tail of the pancreas.
Notes: The subject was preoperatively evaluated to be at stage III. This figure shows the situation at 1 month after the implantation of particles. (A) The cT shows that 
tumor invaded the splenic artery; (B) the tumor disappeared 1 month after the implantation.
Abbreviation: cT, computed tomography.
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were significantly higher in the particle group than in the 

control group. Log-rank test revealed that QPH =2.845 and 

P=0.0916, and the difference was not statistically significant. 

The reason may be related to the small number of patients 

with stage IV in the particle group. Further research is needed 

to confirm these results.

Discussion
Particle implantation has been a new radiotherapy method for 

malignant tumors in recent years. When radioactive particles 

are implanted into the human body, these can produce 

continuous radiation rays to destroy the tumor.11 Radioactive 

particle implantation is a safe and minimally invasive local 

radiotherapy method, and it has incomparable advantages 

compared to external radiotherapy.12,13

Particle implantation is a conformal radiotherapy. It 

not only requires strict radiation dosimetry for assurance, 

but also requires strict planning to prevent side injuries. 

Therefore, particle implantation therapy must be guided 

by dosimetry and requires the development of a reasonable 

treatment plan.14 The ideal dose distribution is that the deep 

area of the tumor receives a high dose, while the surrounding 

normal tissue receives a low dose, and the dose distribution 

is uniform within the tumor region. At the advent of particle 

implantation, due to the lack of computer-aided technology, 

particle implantation involves a certain degree of blindness, 

and consequently results in a poor curative effect. With the 

clinical application of the computer-aided 3D therapeutic 

planning system, particle implantation has been gradually 

improved. The application of the computer-aided 3D thera-

peutic planning system can significantly improve accurate 

localization in particle implantation and achieve a highly 

individualized conformal dose distribution, thereby improv-

ing the effect of particle therapy, and reducing the incidence 

of postoperative complications.15 The General Hospital 

of Chinese PLA introduced the FitMe 3D reconstruction 

system to carry out preoperative auxiliary surgical planning 

for particle implantation. The 3D reconstruction system 

automatically connects the model and obtains the exterior 

orientation elements and camera parameters by close-shot 

aerotriangulation, thereby automatically forming point 

clouds of 3D coordinate points of the object area, in order 

to establish a high-precision human organ model16 and guide 

the 3D distribution of implanted particles in the tumor and its 

surrounding area. Furthermore, this would allow the radiation 

emitted by the implanted particles to effectively cover the 

tumor and subclinical regions in the tumor margins, destroy-

ing tumor cells to the maximum extent. Under the guidance of 

the 3D therapeutic planning system, unnecessary irradiation 

and damage caused by excessive local dose are avoided, and 

reimplantation for cold zones after the operation due to too 

low local dose is avoided.17

Table 3 comparison of the postoperative basic data between 
these two groups

Items Particle 
group (n=63)

Control 
group (n=89)

P-value

abdominal pain relief/
nonrelief (cases)

30/3 10/43 0.0000*

Postoperative 
chemotherapy (cases)

32 57 0.1020

Postoperative local 
radiotherapy (cases)

3 37 0.0000*

Note: *P,0.05.

Figure 5 The overall survival curves of patients in the two groups who were followed up.
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At present, particle implantation has been used in the clin-

ical treatment of various malignant tumors, and good clinical 

efficacy was achieved.18 After 125I radioactive particles were 

implanted into the tumor, these could produce continuous 

X-rays and γ-rays to destroy the tumor.19 Studies at home and 

abroad have revealed that the survival time of patients with 

advanced pancreatic cancer is approximately 6 months,20,21 

while in the present study, the 1-month, 6-month, 1-year, and 

2-year survival rates were 100%, 58.7%, 22.4%, and 9%, 

respectively, and the median survival time was 10.4±0.7 

months. Furthermore, the present study also revealed that 

particle implantation increased the risk of postoperative 

pancreatic fistula and gastroparesis, but this did not increase 

perioperative mortality rate. Therefore, particle implantation 

is relatively safe and feasible for patients with advanced 

pancreatic cancer. In addition, through radioactive rays, the 

posterior pancreatic nerve can also be inactivated, and it can 

also reduce the compression of tumors on surrounding tissues 

and the pancreatic duct, and the stimulation of tumor to the 

pancreatic capsule, achieving an analgesic effect.22 Wang 

et al23 reported a study that involved 13 pancreatic cancer 

patients with local progression, who could not undergo 

surgical resection after particle implantation. The relief rate 

was 100%, and the effective rate was 69.2%. In the present 

study, the relief rate of abdominal pain was 90.9% in the 

particle group.

The 125I particle implantation can significantly prolong the 

survival time of patients with advanced pancreatic cancer, 

and is an effective treatment for patients with advanced 

pancreatic cancer.24 The application of a preoperative 3D 

Figure 7 comparison of survival curves between the two groups of patients with stage iV tumors who were followed up.

Figure 6 comparison of survival curves between the two groups of patients with stage iii tumors who were followed up.
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model for auxiliary planning can maximize the effect of 

radioactive particles and reduce the complications of particle 

implantation.

Conclusion
For patients with advanced pancreatic cancer who could not 

undergo radical resection, radioactive particle implantation 

is an effective treatment, while the use of a preoperative 

three-dimensional model design for operation planning can 

maximize the effect of radioactive particles.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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